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Looking Back
2018 has been a tough year for investors. We have seen threats of trade wars, slowing growth, 
interest rate hikes, tariffs and the return of volatility (sharp increases and decreases in returns).  
After 2017, a year where we saw historically low volatility, and high returns, 2018 has left investors 
feeling pessimistic. So how exactly does the global economy look as we head into 2019?   

When we try and analyze an economy, one of the tools available are Economic Indicators.  
These are essentially different measurements of production, and we use them to gauge the health of 
an economy. We will not go into detail about different indicators, and I will only be writing on leading 
indicators, which give us an idea (they are not perfect and are not always correct) about how the 
economy will perform in the near future. 

Greg Cline,” Leading Indicators and EH&S: Industry’s New Power Couple” https://twitter.com/aberdeen_greg/status/999316497062297600
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Canada
In Canada, our leading indicators point to a slow down. Canada had great performance over the past years, however most of this was 
driven by debt financing (people borrowing money to buy things). The result is that Canadian’s have large amounts of debt, and with 
interest rates continuing to increase, those debt payments will become more expensive. We do not appear to be headed for a full-on 
recession, however a slowdown is likely, and many portfolio managers are investing less into Canada. 

Rodrigo,”Interest rate rise, March 21 2011, https://www.toonpool.com/cartoons/Interest%20rate%20raise_120111

USA
A huge question mark on the global economy is what the White House will do in 2019. However, the recent US Midterm Elections 
saw the Democrats win the House, which loosened the grip President Trump has on trade. The US Federal Reserve will likely continue 
to raise interest rates (there are two forecasted at the time of writing) which will slow business growth. The United States is certainly 
in a late stage of the expansion cycle (when the economy is growing quickly), however the fundamentals are still strong and leading 
indicators are not pointing to slow down. Most fund managers believe there is still room for growth. 

John Pritchett, “Bull Market Encore”, https://www.pritchettcartoons.com/bear_c.htm
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The Globe 

The rest of the world is a mixed bag of late cycle slow down, expansion and uncertainty.  Europe has seen a slow down as Italy’s debt 
rises and Brexit negotiations have stalled.  The European Central Bank is expected to phase out Quantitative Easing (process where a 
Central Bank prints more money) and will likely begin raising interest rates in 2019.  Both are signs of a stabilized economy.  
However, this will result in slowed economic growth and some mutual fund managers are investing less in Europe. 

Emerging Markets (fast growing countries on their way to first world status) decreased in 2018.  Many owe debts denominated in US 
dollars and as the dollar has appreciated their payments are becoming more difficult to manage.  Many of these countries are largely 
affected by the price of oil which hit highs and lows, adding to the uncertainty for 2019.  However, many of the countries are still 
expanding and growth is expected to continue. 

China is a source of uncertainty today.  A positive note is that the amount of tariffs implemented have been significantly lower than 
the amount threatened.  Experts still expect to see growth from the economy, however at a slower pace than had been expected. 

Opinion  

The Global Economy is expected to grow in 2019.  And while things do seem to be slowing, the new year appears to be one with 
continued opportunities, and growth.  That being said, despite our best efforts, economic predictions boil down to an educated 
guess.  All of my clients are in professionally managed mutual funds.  This means a team of professional portfolio managers is 
constantly monitoring unbelievable amounts of data, analyzing this data, and using a defined structure to make the most educated 
decisions they can.  They are diversified across the globe, and across different investments.  If opportunities are running thin in one 
place, we can be sure our fund managers are finding them in another. 

Quote 

“If opportunity doesn’t knock, build a door” 

- Milton Berle   
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Retire comfortably [ ]“If opportunity doesn’t 
knock, build a door.”

Milton Berle

The average Canadian doesn’t know how much 
they need to retire. Do you?
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Disclosure. This in an opinion piece and all opinions expressed are mine alone and do not necessarily reflect the opinion of Innovation Credit Union, Credential 
Asset Management Inc., or our other advisors. The information contained in this email was obtained from sources believed to be reliable; however, we cannot 
guarantee that it is accurate or complete. This email is provided as a general source of information and should not be considered personal investment advice or 
a solicitation to buy or sell any mutual funds.
Mutual funds are offered through Credential Asset Management Inc. Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated 
with mutual fund investments. Please read the prospectus before investing. Unless otherwise stated, mutual fund securities and cash balances are not insured 
nor guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.


